THE CIRCUIT OF THE DRAGON
Nemesis is believed to have a ‘comet’ like elliptical orbit. Based on some models, this 2nd sun has been coming from the region of Centaurus and from under the Ecliptic. It is supposed to have a counter-clockwise direction from the rest of the planets in the Solar System. Zecharia Sitchin was the
first to present the thesis that this Nemesis 2nd sun has a comet-like elliptical orbit around the Sun because it is a binary system of stars. The frequency Sitchin determined was that of a 3600 year or 1 Shar duration. Other researchers more recently like that of Gill Broussard has proposed an
alternative but compelling orbit of approximately 360 years. This study suggests that the trajectory of Nemesis has a path or trajectory that loops around the Stargates of the Cosmos. Based on this assumption, the trajectory model when placed against the zodiac presents a very interesting path.
The following is a proposed circuit of Nemesis with its elliptical orbit pattern. The clues will be pieced together like a jigsaw puzzle as only certain pieces of information can be assessed based on what is public information and researched already. The piecing together of what could be the elliptical
orbit of the 2nd sun of the Solar System is circumstantial at best. As of now, there has been no real assertion of what that the orbit is or will be. Perhaps the space and intelligent agencies of the world do know as does the Vatican that is also tracking Nemesis with its L.U.C.I.F.E.R. infrared telescope.
The list of this Nemesis-to-Dragon association is listed as follows
starting from the traversing of the Silver Gate.

APRPROXIMATE NEMESIS ORBIT ?
Ophiuchus
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1. Red Disc in-between Apis the Bull which is a beast.

2. Parallel orbit to angle of Orion’s belt.
3. Dragon Nebula or Horseshoe conferences.
4. Dog Star Sirius, Queen of Heaven, ISIS, Diana.
5. Eclipsing of the Southern Cross at Centaur where the Serpent of Lucifer was judged.
6. Traversing the Galactic Center or the Golden Gate.
7. Traversing the Sign of Ophiuchus during Saturn and Jupiter’s retrogrades.
8. The convergence of the Revelation 12 Virgo Sign.
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